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Objective 45 

To reconstruct the transmission trajectory of SARS-COV-2 and analyze the effects of 46 

control measures in China. 47 

Methods 48 

Python 3.7.1 was used to write a SEIR class to model the epidemic procedure and a back 49 

propagation class to estimate the initial true infected number. The epidemic area in China 50 

was divided into three parts, Wuhan city, Hubei province (except Wuhan) and China 51 

(except Hubei) based on the different transmission pattern. A limitation factor for the 52 

medical resource was imposed to model the infected but not quarantined. Credible data 53 

source from Baidu Qianxi were used to assess the number of infected cases migrated 54 

from Wuhan to other areas. 55 

Results 56 

Basic reproduction number, R0, was 3.6 in the very early stage. The true infected number 57 

was 4508 in our model in Wuhan before January 22, 2020. By January 22 2020, it was 58 

estimated that 1764 infected cases migrated from Wuhan to other cities in Hubei province. 59 

Effective reproductive number, R, gradually decreased from 3.6 (Wuhan, stage 1), 3.4 60 

(Hubei except Wuhan, stage 1) and 3.3 (China except Hubei, stage 1) to 0.67 (Wuhan, 61 

stage 4), 0.83 (Hubei except Wuhan, stage 2) and 0.63 (China except Hubei, stage 2), 62 

respectively. Especially after January 23, 2020 when Wuhan City was closed, the infected 63 

number showed a turning point in Wuhan. By early April, there would be 42073, 21342 64 

and 13384 infected cases in Wuhan, Hubei (except Wuhan) and China (except Hubei) 65 

respectively, and there would be 2179, 633 and 107 death in Wuhan, Hubei (except 66 
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Wuhan) and China (except Hubei) respectively. 67 

Conclusion 68 

A series of control measures in China have effectively prevented the spread of COVID-19, 69 

and the epidemic will end in early April. 70 

 71 

 72 

 73 

 74 
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 84 

Introduction 85 

 86 

On December 31, 2019, Hubei Provincial Health Commission announced the discovery of 87 

some clusters of pneumonia without definite cause [1]. Sequences of 2 complete viral 88 
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genomes of 29.8 kilobases (HKU-SZ-002a and HKU-SZ-005b) obtained from 2 patients 89 

with the pneumonia were identified, and a novel lineage B coronavirus closely related to 90 

bat SARS-like bat-SL-CoVZXC21 (NCBI accession number MG772934) and 91 

bat-SL-CoVZC45  (NCBI accession number MG772933) was revealed [1]. World Health 92 

Organization (WHO) temporarily named the novel coronavirus as 2019-nCoV, and 93 

recommended that the novel coronavirus infected pneumonia be named 2019-nCoV 94 

acute respiratory disease. On Feb 11, 2020, WHO announced that 2019-nCoV infection 95 

has finally been given an official name COVID-19, and the Coronavirus Study Group 96 

(CSG) of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses had named 2019-nCoV 97 

severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus 2, or SARS-CoV-2 [2]. It is 98 

believed that human infection with SARS-COV-2 first occurred in Wuhan on November 9, 99 

2019 (95% credible interval: 25 September 2019 and 19 December 2019) [3]. 27 cases 100 

were initially reported, and 41 cases were reported by January 11, 2020, including 7 101 

severe cases and 1 death [1].  102 

 103 

SARS-COV-2 infected patients typically clinically manifested as fever, respiratory 104 

symptoms (cough, breathing difficulties); radiographic ground-glass lung changes; normal 105 

or below-average white blood cell, lymphocytes and platelet counts; hypoxemia; and liver 106 

and kidney dysfunction. It is reported that 5 / 41 cases can be combined with viral heart 107 

damage [4], and SARS-COV-2 infected patients can have gastrointestinal symptoms 108 

[1,5]. 109 

 110 
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Some of the initial cases are geographically related to the Huanan Seafood Wholesale 111 

Market [6]. On January 24, 2020, Chan JF et al. reported the existence of 112 

human-to-human transmission of SARS-COV-2 [1]. The initial 425 reported cases 113 

included a total of 16 cases in 5 clusters as of mid-December, and some cases were 114 

found to have no apparent history of exposure [6]. In addition, a case of asymptomatic 115 

contact infection was reported by German researchers, first confirming that the latent 116 

cases can be contagious [7]. 117 

 118 

In the early stage of COVID-19 outbreak, the mean double time was estimated to be 7.4 119 

days (95% confidence interval: 4.2 to 14); the basic reproductive number R0 was 120 

estimated to be 2.2 (95% confidence interval: 1.4 to 3.9); the mean incubation period was 121 

estimated to be 5.2 days (95% confidence interval: 4.1 to 7.0); and the mean serial 122 

interval was estimated to be 7.5 ± 3.4 days (95% confidence interval: 5.3 to 19) [6]. By 123 

January 29, 2020, the mortality rate of COVID-19 is about 2.1%, similar to the overall 124 

figures currently available [8]. 125 

 126 

The spread of infectious diseases is affected by various practical situations. When 127 

epidemic prevention measures (e.g. isolation, blockades, etc.) are taken, infectious 128 

diseases cannot spread under ideal circumstances. The effective reproductive number, R, 129 

refers to the number of secondary cases infected by one infected case during the actual 130 

spread of an infectious disease. In the absence of control measures, R=R0x, where x 131 

refers to the proportion of susceptible people. In the process of an infectious disease 132 
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transmission, R will be reduced due to the implementation of special control measures 133 

and the reduction of the number of susceptible population [9]. After the outbreak of 134 

COVID-19, the Chinese government and people moved quickly to take measures to 135 

control the sources of infection and block the routes of transmission, and the spread of the 136 

epidemic was effectively curbed. Meanwhile the lack of proper diagnosis tools, the focus 137 

on the more severe cases or the overcrowding of hospitals make the reporting rate may 138 

be significantly lower in Wuhan city rather than elsewhere. In this study, mainly base on 139 

the Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed (SEIR) model, we have studied the 140 

transmission dynamics of COVID-2019 under various practical situations. In this study, we 141 

divided the epidemic area into three parts, imposed the limitation factor of medical 142 

resource to model the infected but not quarantined especially in the early stage, and used 143 

a back propagation model to estimate the number of potential infections which is much 144 

larger than the official number announced. We strived to reconstruct the transmission 145 

trajectory of SARS-COV-2 in China and analyze the effects of China's control measures. 146 

 147 

Materials and Methods 148 

Our methodology was mainly based on the Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed 149 

(SEIR) model, which is a very popular method where there is a considerable post-infection 150 

incubation period. The epidemic area was divided into three parts, Wuhan, Hubei (except 151 

Wuhan) and China (except Hubei) based on the different transmission pattern. A limitation 152 

factor for the medical resource was imposed to model the infected but not quarantined 153 

especially in the early stage. A back propagation model was used to estimate the number 154 
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of potential infections which is much larger than the official number announced. 155 

 156 

Python 3.7.1 was used to write a SEIR class to model the epidemic procedure and a back 157 

propagation class to estimate the initial true infected number. 158 

 159 

Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed model 160 

 161 

The classical SEIR models the number of people in the four state: susceptible (S), 162 

exposed (E), infected (I) and removed (R). The parameter beta controls how fast people 163 

move from S to E, and it is the product k and b where k stands for an average number of 164 

people of one infected person contact per day and b stands for the probability of infection. 165 

The k has a big impact to the number of infected and government takes various measures 166 

to cut down the parameter k. The sigma controls the speed from state E to state I, and 167 

gamma for state I to state R. The dynamic procedure of epidemic can be described by the 168 

following equation: 169 

 170 

In our model we replaced the  by  where  we call it limitation factor that 171 

models the max capability of medical resource that can be isolated timely. In the early 172 

stage, we assumed a very low limitation factor and many infected people could not be 173 
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isolated timely or diagnosed and still infect others. 174 

 175 

back propagation model 176 

 177 

The model is highly dependent on the initial values of S, E, I, R and other parameters, and 178 

to get better parameters is the key to have better results. We know that the true E group 179 

number is often been underestimated especially in the early stage. In this study, we used 180 

a back propagation method and the population out of Wuhan to estimate the true number 181 

of E group. The January 23, 2020 is a big milestone in this outbreak and government 182 

takes no major control actions before that day in Wuhan, and about 5 million people left 183 

Wuhan according to government press conference and a more concrete and credible data 184 

source from Baidu (https://qianxi.baidu.com/) shows that about 400 thousand people 185 

migrated into 8 provinces from Wuhan. We marked the 400 thousand number as M. 186 

Although there have been several reports of incubation time, there is no exact conclusion. 187 

And the diagnosis time may be about 3 days later than the onset time. We assumed that 188 

incubation period could be 7 days and 3 days more needed to diagnosis which means the 189 

duration from E to I could be 10 days. We collected 1568 infected number of these 8 190 

provinces between January 23, 2020 to January 30, 2020 and then marked as m because 191 

of an average incubation of 7 days.  192 

 193 

Baidu data shows that about 90% population left Wuhan flowed into other cities in Hubei, 194 

so the other cities in Hubei is the major areas except Wuhan. We use the same back 195 
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propagation method above but with different parameters to get the initial true infected 196 

number of Hubei (except Wuhan).  197 

 198 

Results 199 

Early stage  200 

 201 

We could estimate the true infected number in Wuhan at January 22, 2020 might be 4508 202 

by the formula of ，where N is the total population of Wuhan (11 million in 203 

2018 statistics), which is much larger than the official announced 425. Then we could 204 

estimate the basic reproduction number (R0) could be 3.6 in the very early stage without 205 

control measures. 206 

 207 

Outcomes about Wuhan 208 

 209 

The epidemic started from Wuhan and showed four significantly different stages (Fig 1). 210 

Stage 1 starts from December 8, 2019 to January 22, 2020. The true infected number was 211 

much more than official announced and could be 4508 in our model. These infected 212 

people were not treated effectively and isolated, which led to rapid spread of the epidemic. 213 

In the second stage, Wuhan was completely closed from January 23, 2020. The infected 214 

number growth curve had changed from exponential to nearly linear. In the third stage, the 215 

infected number showed a turning point and started to decline gradually. The last stage 216 

started from February 13, 2020, the infected number declined rapidly. Finally, the 217 
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epidemic ended in early April, and there would be 42073 (95% confidence interval, 41673 218 

to 42475) infected and 2179 (95% confidence interval, 2088 to 2270) death in Wuhan. 219 

 220 

Fig. 1 the predict number of infected and death in Wuhan in the four stages 221 

 222 

Key parameters and results in Wuhan prediction model were shown in table 1. 223 

 224 

Table 1 Key parameters and results in Wuhan prediction model 225 

 R 

Limitation 

 

Infected 

estimated 

Infected 

announced 

Death 

estimated 

Death 

announced 

Stage 1 3.6 100 per 

day 

453 425 18 17 

Stage 2 1.55 500 per 

day 

6333 6384 313 313 

Stage 3 1.08 2000 per 

day 

24333 32994 1028 1036 

Stage 4 0.67 unlimited 42073 - 2179 - 

 226 

Outcomes about Hubei (except Wuhan) 227 

 228 

The epidemic in Hubei (except Wuhan) showed three significantly different stages (Fig 2). 229 

According to the official announcement, about 5 million people left Wuhan from January 230 
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10, 2020 to January 22 2020, it means about 4.5 million people migrated into Hubei and 231 

about 1764 infected among them we estimated. In stage 1, the infected number increased 232 

exponentially. In stage 2, the added infected number reached the peak. In stage 3, the 233 

added infected number decreased significantly. Finally, there would be 21342 (95% 234 

confidence interval, 21057 to 21629) infected and 633 (95% confidence interval, 585 to 235 

683) death in Hubei (except Wuhan). 236 

 237 

Fig. 2 the predict number of infected and death in Hubei (except Wuhan) in the three 238 

stages 239 

 240 

Key parameters and results in Hubei (except Wuhan) prediction model were shown in 241 

table 2. 242 

 243 

Table 2 Key parameters and results in Hubei (except Wuhan) prediction model 244 

 R 

Limitation 

 

infected 

estimated 

Infected 

announced 

death 

estimated 

Death 

announced 

Stage 1 3.4 1000 per 

day 

7719 7138 141 101 

Stage 2 0.83 2000 per 

day 

18832 15212 310 

 

274 

Stage 3 0.59 unlimited 21342 - 633 - 

 245 
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Outcomes about China (except Hubei) 246 

 247 

The epidemic transmission process could be divided into two stages (Fig. 3). In Stage one 248 

(from January 23, 2020 to February 3, 2020), the infected number increased rapidly. In 249 

stage two (from February 4), the infected number got its peek around February 3, 2020. It 250 

was estimated that the total infected and death number in China (except Hubei) could be 251 

13384 (95% confidence interval, 13158 to 13612) and 107 (95% confidence interval, 87 to 252 

128). 253 

 254 

Fig. 3 the predict number of infected and death in China (except Hubei) in the two stages 255 

 256 

Key parameters and results in China (except Hubei) prediction model were shown in table 257 

3. 258 

 259 

Table 3 Key parameters and results in China (except Hubei) prediction model 260 

 R 

Limitation 

 

infected 

estimated 

Infected 

announced 

death 

estimated 

Death 

announced 

Stage 1 3.3 unlimited 7793 6949 18 11 

Stage 2 0.63 unlimited 13384 - 107  - 

 261 

Discussion 262 

 263 
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Although COVID-19 also has gastrointestinal symptom and viral heart damage, it mainly 264 

causes SARS-COV-2 infected pneumonia [10]. SARS-COV-2 infected patients have 265 

reported respiratory illness with fever, cough and shortness of breath, and there is no 266 

vaccine to prevent COVID-19 [10]. American Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 267 

(CDC) combined epidemiologic risks ( Travel from Wuhan City, close contact with a 268 

person who is under investigation for COVID-19 while that person was ill or close contact 269 

with an ill laboratory confirmed COVID-19 patient in the last 14 days before illness onset) 270 

and clinical features (fever, symptoms of lower respiratory illness) to diagnose suspected 271 

COVID-19 [10]. The definite diagnosis of COVID-19 can be make if the 344bp 272 

RNA-dependent RNA poly-merase (RdRp) gene related to severe acute respiratory 273 

syndrome (SARS) and 158bp spike (s) gene specific to SARS-COV-2 were detected by 274 

real-time reverse-transcription–polymerasechain-reaction (RT-PCR) [1], or if two targets 275 

(open reading frame 1a or 1b, nucleocapsid protein) were detected by RT-PCR [6]. 276 

Diagnostic criteria of COVID-19 of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention 277 

(CDC) is as follow. Suspected or probable cases are defined as cases that meet: (1) three 278 

clinical standards or (2) two clinical standards and one epidemiological criteria. Clinical 279 

criteria are: fever; radiographic evidence of pneumonia or acute respiratory distress 280 

syndrome; low or normal white blood cell count, or low lymphocyte count. Epidemiological 281 

criteria are: living in Wuhan or have a history of travel to Wuhan within 14 days before the 282 

onset of symptoms; contact with patients with fever and respiratory infection symptoms 283 

within 14 days before the onset of symptoms; and a link to any confirmed cases or 284 

clusters of suspected cases [11]. For the first case in a province, a confirmed case is 285 
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defined as a suspected or probable case with positive viral nucleic acid detected at the 286 

municipal and provincial CDC. For the second case and all subsequent cases, it is defined 287 

as suspected or probable cases with positive viral nucleic acid detected at the municipal 288 

CDC [11]. 289 

R 290 

SARS-COV-2 is a novel virus previously unknown. Numerous studies have revealed its 291 

genetic sequence and source. A team led by Professor Zhang YZ from Shanghai Public 292 

Health Clinical Center released the first SARS-COV-2 gene sequence on the website of 293 

viral.org on January 11, 2020 [12]. On January 12, 2020, five other virus genome 294 

sequences from different patients were released by the National Health Commission 295 

(NHC) of the People's Republic of China in Global Initiative of Sharing All Influenza Data 296 

(GISAID), a global shared influenza virus database [13]. As of January 19, 2020, GISAID 297 

(http://gisaid.org/) has released 13 SARS-COV-2 genome sequences. One virus strain 298 

(Virus name: BetaCoV/Wuhan-Hu-1/2019; Accession ID: EPI_ISL_402125) has been 299 

released on GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MN908947) by the 300 

Shanghai Public Health Clinical Center. Meanwhile, Chan JF et al. Constructed 301 

phylogenetic trees by genetic analysis of RdRp and S gene sequences of PCR amplified 302 

fragments from five patients, and revealed that SARS-COV-2 is closely related to bat 303 

SARS-like bat-SL-CoVZXC21 (NCBI accession number MG772934) and 304 

bat-SL-CoVZC45 (NCBI accession number MG772933) [1]. On January 23, 2020, a team 305 

led by Shi ZL form Wuhan Institute of Virology published an article revealed that genome 306 

of SARS-COV-2 has 96.2% similarity compared to that of RaTG13, a bat coronavirus 307 
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previously detected on the Rhinolophus sinicus in Yunnan province and 79.5% similarity 308 

compared to that of SARS coronavirus [14]. And one study has suggested that the 309 

intermediate host of SARS-COV-2 may be snake [15]. 310 

 311 

It was suggested that human-to-human transmission may have occurred in Wuhan in the 312 

early stage of outbreak. Based on the data analysis of COVID-19 incidence in Wuhan 313 

from December 10, 2019 to January 4, 2020, it was shown that although most of the early 314 

COVID-19 had a history of Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market exposure, since the end of 315 

December 2019, the number of cases without a history of exposure had grown 316 

exponentially [6]. And from January 13, 2020 when Wuhan officially announced the 317 

outbreak of COVID-19 to January 21, 2020, the sudden decrease in the number of cases 318 

should be due to the underestimation of the number of cases and the delay in the 319 

confirmation report [6]. Several studies have estimated the transmission dynamics 320 

parameters of COVID-19. In the early stage of COVID-19 outbreak, basic reproductive 321 

number R0 was estimated to be 2.2 (95% confidence interval, 1.4 to 3.9) [6]. Of the 45 322 

people who became ill before 1 January, the average duration from illness onset to first 323 

medical visit was 5.8 days (95% confidence interval, 4.3 to 7.5); of the 44 people who 324 

became ill before 1 January, the average interval from the disease onset to hospitalization 325 

was 12.5 days (95% confidence interval, 10.3 to 14.8) [6]. A study by the University of 326 

Hong Kong estimated that the basic reproductive number R0 was 2.68 and the doubling 327 

time of the number of cases was 6.4 days [11].   328 

 329 
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In the early stage of COVID-19 outbreak, the medical resources in Wuhan City were in 330 

short supply; the hospitals were overcrowded; the number of hospital beds and medical 331 

staff is insufficient; the corresponding diagnostic reagents were lacking; and the uniform 332 

diagnostic standards were missing. Some people don't pay much attention to COVID-19, 333 

and some SARS-COV-2 infected patients with mild illness do not go to hospital. That all 334 

made the SARS-COV-2 infected cases could not be accurately diagnosed in time. Local 335 

administrators and health management officials were not aware of the severity of the 336 

SARS-COV-2 epidemic. They were afraid to take responsibility, so they may cover up the 337 

number of cases deliberately and report them late. The reporting rate may be significantly 338 

lower in Wuhan city in early stage due to previously described reasons. WHO 339 

Collaborating Centre for Infectious disease modelling estimated that the number of 340 

SARS-COV-2 infected cases in Wuhan by 18 January, 2020 was approximately 4000 341 

(95% confidence interval: 1000-9700) [16]. The number is much larger than officially 342 

announced. Hiroshi Nishiura et al. through a study on the number of cases exported from 343 

Wuhan and the spatial back-calculation method, suggested that by January 24, 2020, the 344 

cumulative number of cases in China was about 5502 (95% confidence interval: 3027, 345 

9057) [17]. As we all know, the emergence of super-spreaders is very important for the 346 

rapid spread of SARS-COV-2 in the early stage. In view of the event of one patient spread 347 

the virus to fourteen medical personnel, it is suggested that epidemic super-spreaders 348 

were generated in the early stage of virus transmission from animals to humans and in the 349 

early stage of transmission outbreak [3]. Therefore, in the early transmission stage of 350 

COVID-19, the number of cases reported by Wuhan officially should be lower than the 351 
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actual number of cases in Wuhan. 352 

 353 

In this study, we built SEIR models with a medical resource limitation factor that model the 354 

maximum number of people could be treated and isolated. We used a back propagation 355 

model to estimate the number of potential infections, and divided the epidemic area into 356 

three parts, Wuhan, Hubei (except Wuhan) and China (except Hubei) based on the 357 

different transmission pattern. In our study, we believed that COVID-19 has a R0 value of 358 

3.6, the spread of SARS-COV-2 in China was effectively suppressed and the epidemic will 359 

end in early April. 360 

 361 

According to the worldwide public reports of various media, Chinese People, governments 362 

at all levels have taken active measures to control the spread of COVID-19. According to 363 

our research, these measures effectively controlled the spread of COVID-19. The 364 

following measures have important reference significances for the control of infectious 365 

diseases may occur in the future. On December 31, 2019, the NHC expert group arrived 366 

in Wuhan to carry out the relevant testing and verification work. On January 01, 2020, 367 

Wuhan City shut down the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market. On January 07, 2020, the 368 

NHC expert group initially identified the pathogen in these unexplained cases of viral 369 

pneumonia as a novel coronavirus. On January 20, 2020, Chinese government issued 370 

important instructions saying that the recent outbreak of pneumonia with novel 371 

coronavirus infection in Wuhan City, Hubei Province must be given great attention and all 372 

efforts to prevent and control. On January 21, 2020, The NHC issued 2020 No. 1 373 
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Proclamation to incorporate the novel coronavirus pneumonia into the Class B infectious 374 

diseases and take the prevention and control measures of Class A infectious diseases. At 375 

10 a.m. on January 23, 2020, Wuhan City Bus, Subway, Ferry and Long-distance 376 

Passenger Transport was suspended, and the airport, railway station to leave Wuhan was 377 

temporarily closed. On January 24, 2020, Hubei Province launched the major public 378 

health emergency Level I response, and then as of 8 p.m. on January 25, 2020, a total of 379 

30 provinces (regions, cities) in the country launched the major public health emergency 380 

I-level response. On January 27, 2020, the General Office of the State Council extended 381 

the Spring Festival holiday to February 2. On February 4, 2020, the NHC issued the " 382 

Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Infection 383 

by the National Health Commission (Trial Version 5)". On February 4, 2020, a designated 384 

makeshift infirmary named Wuhan Fire God Hill Hospital began to officially receive 385 

confirmed cases. On February 8, 2020, another designated makeshift infirmary Thunder 386 

God Hill Hospital was delivered to receive confirmed cases. On February 5, 2020, three 387 

"mobile field hospitals" began to be built in Wuhan. By February 8, 2020, central 388 

government of China has mobilized some 11000 medical personnel to support Wuhan. 389 

On February 9, 2020, Wuhan city took measures to try to collect all the suspected cases 390 

and confirmed cases of mild illness into the hospital for centralized treatment. On 9 391 

February 2020, another group of medical personnel of some 6,000 people entered Wuhan 392 

to provide medical support.  393 

 394 

Meanwhile, China's scientific research institutions and medical equipment manufacturing 395 
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enterprises quickly took measures to speed up scientific research and production of 396 

medical supplies. Scientific research institutions in China have done a lot of in-depth 397 

researches on the source, sequencing of SARS-COV-2, disease transmission dynamics, 398 

clinical manifestations, drug treatment, diagnostic standards, diagnostic reagents of 399 

COVID-19, etc. On January 26, 2020, China food and Drug Administration approved four 400 

SARS-COV-2 detection products of four companies to fully serve epidemic control needs. 401 

On February 7, 2020, Chinese SARS-COV-2 test kits daily production number exceeded 402 

700,000, reaching the maximum production capacity of about 65%. By February 1, 2020, 403 

the daily production of medical protective clothing in China has been restored to 20000 404 

pieces. 405 

 406 

In the first stage of SARS-COV-2 transmission in Wuhan, the true number of infections 407 

was much higher than the officially announced probably because that people did not know 408 

COVID-19 is contagious and the local government did not take any control measure. In 409 

this stage, the infected cases were not effectively diagnosed, isolated, and treated, which 410 

led to rapid transmission of COVID-19. In the second stage, the trend of exponential 411 

growth of infection was suddenly controlled. The reason may be that Wuhan city was 412 

closed, people got the news that COVID-19 was contagious, and more and more medical 413 

resources were put into Wuhan. The medical capacity was still not sufficient to isolate 414 

every suspected or confirmed case and many infected people could not been treated or 415 

isolated timely. In the third stage, infected number growth curve in Wuhan showed a 416 

turning point and a gradual decline, possibly due to the input of medical resources and the 417 
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strengthening of control measures. In the fourth stage, after February 13, 2020, the 418 

number of infected cases decreased rapidly, which is likely due to the substantial 419 

investment of medical resources and the strengthening of control measures, including the 420 

adoption of the new diagnostic standard "clinical diagnostic standard". In the first stage of 421 

SARS-COV-2 transmission in Hubei (except Wuhan), the infected number increased 422 

exponentially should because of the infected people from Wuhan were not all quarantined 423 

and the medial resource were not sufficient. In this stage, the central government decided 424 

that one other province should support one city in Hubei. In the second stage, nearly all 425 

the infected and suspected people were quarantined, the added infected number reached 426 

the peak. The epidemic in China (except Hubei) was not so serious because of the 427 

sufficient medical resources and strong government control policy. In Stage one (from 428 

January 23, 2020 to February 3, 2020), the infected cases increased rapidly because of 429 

these virus carriers mainly infected his or her family members. In stage two (from 430 

February 4), most people canceled all their celebration activities and kept staying at home, 431 

and it greatly reduced the probability of infection. Anyone migrated from Hubei will be 432 

quarantined for at least 14 days. These dramatically reduced exposed number and the 433 

infected number got its peek around February 3, 2020. 434 

 435 

The measures have effectively suppressed the spread of COVID-19. The infectious will 436 

spread sharply when R is greater than 1 and will gradually disappear when R is less than 437 

1. Over time, R gradually decreased from 3.6 (Wuhan, stage 1), 3.4 (Hubei except Wuhan, 438 

stage 1) and 3.3 (China except Hubei, stage 1) to 0.67 (Wuhan, stage 4), 0.83 (Hubei 439 
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except Wuhan, stage 2) and 0.63 (China except Hubei, stage 2), respectively. Especially 440 

after January 23, 2020 when Wuhan City was closed, the infected number showed a 441 

turning point in Wuhan in the next two weeks. 442 

  443 

The outbreak of COVID-19 posed a major challenge to China's Health system. Although 444 

the early human-to-human transmissions were described in the scientific literature, the 445 

local government of Hubei was not aware of the severity and did not inform the public 446 

timely, resulting in the public have no awareness of protection. Meanwhile, more than 5 447 

million people left Wuhan with about 1960 infected among them during this time, and the 448 

outbreak spread across the country. At the very early stage of the outbreak of COVID-19, 449 

hospitals in Hubei Province had a serious shortage of medical protective equipment in 450 

routine reserves, which became the key limitation factor in controlling the outbreak. These 451 

defects should be improved in the future. 452 

 453 

On February 12, 2020, the new diagnostic standard "clinical diagnostic standard" was 454 

adopted in Hubei province. Vast majority of new clinically diagnosed cases were 455 

diagnosed from accumulated suspected cases. Clinical diagnosis standard is different 456 

from the laboratory diagnosis standard widely used in the world. On February 12, 2020, 457 

Health Commission of Hubei Province announced that there were 14840 new confirmed 458 

cases in Hubei (including 13,332 clinically diagnosed cases). This does not mean that the 459 

epidemic trend has become worse. It is just a reflection of the change of diagnostic 460 

standards and the intensification of control measures. Data from Official of Hubei Province 461 
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on February 12, 2020 were not used in this study, but could be used to evaluate some 462 

results of this study. 463 

 464 

There were some limitations in this study, first the migrate data in the model was from 465 

Baidu Qianxi data set which might not cover all the population migrated. Second, there 466 

was no accurate medical resource limitation published especially in Wuhan and we 467 

estimated the media limitation by the maximum number of infected announced in the early 468 

stage and the added capacity of new hospitals in the later stage.  469 
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